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Steps done so far

- UN Statistical Commission in March 2015: Adoption of ICCS 1.0
- UNODC-meeting in June 2015: Agreement on developing correspondence tables to ICCS as a part of an implementation manual
- June-Dec 2015: Piloting a correspondence table to ICCS Level 01
- TAG-ICCS meeting, May 2016: Exchange experiences on drafting pilot correspondence tables
Pilot draft correspondence table on ICCS 01

- Step 1: Criminal acts and intentional Homicide in ICCS
- Step 2: Criminal acts and intentional killing acts in the German Penal Code
- Step 3: Intentional killing in the National Security Report
- Step 4: Criminal acts and intentional killing in national statistical classifications (Police Crime Statistics, Criminal Court Prosecution Statistics)
- Step 5: Matching national classifications to ICCS

1230 ↔ 0101
Outlook

- TAG-ICCS meeting, May 2016: Exchange experiences on drafting pilot correspondence tables

- June 2016: Meeting Focal Point with Federal Police Office
  - evaluate pilot correspondence table 01 reflecting TAG-ICCS
  - drafting pilot correspondence table 02

- Future priorities:
  - evaluate correspondence tables already developed
  - develop new correspondence tables regarding offences collected in CTS
  - check ICCS-translation english-german
THANK YOU!

For further information
- [www.destatis.de/EN/Homepage.html](http://www.destatis.de/EN/Homepage.html)
- [www.destatis.de/EN/Service/Contact/Contact.html](http://www.destatis.de/EN/Service/Contact/Contact.html)